Transformation Age: Shaping Your Future, the third publication in the MHI Roadmap Series, is intended to provide material handling, logistics and supply chain industry professionals insights into trends impacting success in the next 10 to 20 years.
People around the globe share responsibility for progress. How we utilize our strengths, our resources, our gifts and our knowledge will tip the scales of impact that mega trends bring our way.
The world enters 2020 with the greatest promise and the greatest uncertainty of our time.

Mega trends and game-changing events will converge to create a pathway for opportunity, molded by choices made by individuals, organizations and nations.

Technology has already made the world a smaller place and altered the pace of life to one of dizzying change.

The return to a focus on space reminds us that there is much beyond our world to explore, discover and learn.

Citizens of all countries share needs and battles for natural resources, individual rights and freedom.

What’s next is largely dependent on how humankind chooses to use technology, innovation and discovery, and how to relate and to care for one another.

It’s a small small world

Disney had it right, many years ago. The world is small and... “there is just one moon and one golden sun.”

People around the globe share responsibility for progress. How we utilize our strengths, our resources, our gifts and our knowledge will tip the scales of impact that mega trends bring our way.

The National Intelligence Council’s latest Global Trends report, “Paradox of Progress,” provides a view of the world out to 2035 where “The achievements of the industrial and information ages are shaping a world to come that is both more dangerous and richer with opportunity than ever before.”

The report makes the case that, “Although material strength will remain essential to geopolitical and state power, the most powerful actors of the future will draw on networks, relationships, and information to compete and cooperate.”

People and nations are interconnected as never before. With that bond comes responsibility for international cooperation and collaboration. A critical question for the future is how well that cooperation materializes and enables positive progress.

America

Interviews with supply chain industry leaders reveal general agreement with the NIC’s view: within the world context, the United States’ dominance draws to a close in the next five years and is replaced by emerging networks of nations, organizations and individuals. The U.S. will wield significant power and be viewed as a leader of progress in many fields, but must learn to navigate in a different role in the coming decade.

This shift has implications for the entire planet, as the world enters 2020 with the greatest upheaval in international relationships since WWII.
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This rebalancing brings opportunity for material handling and logistics as market trends generate increased demand for both domestic and international supply chain enhancements and innovative, new materials, processes and technology. A key driver will be the replacement of market share loss to emerging capabilities in Asia.

The wars of domestic and international politics will become increasingly important to the pace and impact of regulations, tariffs, and legislation in the U.S. and abroad.

Most economists agree that with the pain of the recession in 2018 still on the minds of industry leaders, investments are expected to be moderate throughout the first half of the decade. Sales driven by consumer demand and returns yielded from smart automation will be key drivers of investment.

Industry leaders point to a number of factors that need to be addressed to enable American companies to compete successfully in global markets. Foremost in their minds is the protection of intellectual capital, equitable treatment of imports and exports, and legal protections for business structures and funding. 3

Workforce preparation is a priority for global competition. Strengthening education and training resources in the United States will be vital to competing effectively in the global market. Investments at federal, state and local levels are needed to prepare the workforce for 2030 as well as 2040 and beyond. More private company investments in these fields will be required to serve industry and company needs.

The United States is strongly positioned to become energy independent, which would represent an historic shift and provide critical leverage with other nations. Already the world’s largest natural gas producer, the U.S. has the potential to dramatically increase crude oil production as well. Outcomes from debates over the environmental impacts of drilling may stall or derail progress in this field.

The Rise of Asia

The rise of Asia is driving a significant shift in economic power and prowess across the globe.

In many Asian countries, China in particular, government policies and growing infrastructure are driving domestic manufacturing and logistics to serve an increasing number of people and domestic markets. Less dependence on the West for goods and services will increasingly dampen imports from the U.S. and other countries.

The McKinsey Global Institute adds perspective; “The question is no longer how quickly Asia will rise; it is how Asia will lead.” 5

The institute portrays Asia as “increasingly the center of the world economy. By 2040, the region could account for more than half of global GDP and about 40 percent of global consumption.” 6
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McKinsey’s research groups regions of Asia into four economic categories, based on scale, economic development, interactions with one another and connectedness to the world. 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advanced Asia:</th>
<th>China:</th>
<th>Emerging Asia:</th>
<th>Frontier Asia and India:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea</td>
<td>Stands on its own</td>
<td>Bhutan, Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, The Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Fiji, India, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Maldives, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The World of Politics

Shifts in political leadership will have a tremendous impact on the coming decade. The combination of ruling party beliefs and personal leadership styles will color international relationships and the progress toward peace, health and prosperity for all nations.

The decade is beginning with a rough start.

Trade tariffs being used as political weapons in 2020 will further strain relationships among nations. Boundary disputes, weapons development and economic sanctions will heighten tensions.

Social and religious beliefs and differences will drive elections and either increase discourse or lead to greater harmony among political allies and enemies, which in turn will impact global commerce and supply chains.

Resilience

Business strategies for dealing with uncertainty and change will be critical for managing successfully in the global market during the Transformation Age.

Dr. Suzanne Fry, a political analyst at the Central Intelligence Agency and former director, NIC Strategic Futures Group, says the key factor for a positive future is “resilience – in infrastructure, knowledge and relationships – for managing surprise and discontinuity.” 8

The NIC draws a key conclusion about the importance of resilience to success in the future in the “Global Trends, Paradox of Progress,” report:

“...The very same trends heightening risks in the near term can enable better outcomes over the longer term if the proliferation of power and players builds resilience to manage greater disruptions and uncertainty. In a world where surprises hit harder and more frequently, the most successful actors will be those that are resilient, enabling them to better adapt to changing conditions, persevere in the face of adversity, and act quickly to recover after mistakes.” 8
“...the most successful actors will be those that are resilient, enabling them to better adapt to changing conditions, persevere in the face of adversity, and act quickly to recover after mistakes.”
NIC, Global Trends, Paradox of Progress

Global Demographic Trends

Humankind. There will be more of us. We will be older as a group and more diverse.

The United Nations predicts the world’s population will increase by 2 billion people in the next 30 years. Population trends will be varied around the world, but a number of key themes prevail:

**Population Growth.**
More people will inhabit the Earth, but with uneven growth and distribution around the globe. Africa will lead and Europe will suffer declines absent migration from other countries. The U.S. population will increase from 330 million in 2020 to approximately 350 million people by 2030. (US Census/PBS). China and India will continue to lead the world in population size, neck and neck with populations around 1.4 billion.

**Older Demographics.**
World population continues to skew to older ages, impacting consumer preferences, needs and demands. Workforce profile shifts continue, underscoring needs for career-long training and technology-enabled processes to lessen tasks requiring physical labor.

**Urbanization.**
Migration to urban centers continues worldwide, drive by those seeking work and adding infrastructure stresses and potential scarcities of food, water and energy.

**Gender Imbalance.**
Global trends continue with males outnumbering females due to birth selection and other factors.
The Renewed Space Race

Growing interest and investment in space exploration and related industries will create opportunities for collaboration, competition, innovation and discovery across the globe.

Could this be the field that fuels common interests and helps countries act in concert?

Early initiatives show good progress in collaboration, with engineers, astronauts and other experts from different countries working together on initiatives related to the International Space Station. NASA reports the space station program “brings together international flight crews, multiple launch vehicles, globally distributed launch, operations, training, engineering, and development facilities; communications networks, and the international scientific research community.”

Development of new materials and processes in the pursuit of interstellar travel and commerce will enable technological advances in other fields such as satellite manufacturing, broadband technology, mining, textile fabrication and healthcare – all of which have impacts on Earth and create benefits for the material handling and logistics industry.

Growth in demand for technologies such as GPS in vehicles and drones, weather forecasts delivered to customized online maps, and low latency augmented reality (AR) healthcare procedures will fuel proliferation of stronger and better satellites. The supply chain will benefit from these advances as well.
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There are limits to the space we have to utilize for satellites in orbit around Earth, and those spots are filling up. More and more space debris is accumulating from man-made sources. Different nations will reach various planets and asteroids independently and collaboratively, gaining first looks and discoveries. How will nations work together to define space law and space policy around such issues? How will supply chain companies access new technologies and processes from various international sources? These and other questions reflect new frontiers in this field.

For more information on this topic, go to the section on the New Space Economy.

Global Technology

Every nation stands to benefit from advancements in satellite systems, remote sensors, broadband capabilities, drones, AI and other technologies. Opportunities for collaboration – across a greater number of faster and increasingly less expensive platforms – will grow. Manufacturing and associated logistics will be optimized across markets, cities, countries and global supply chains as never before.

Industry leaders voice optimism at the opportunities technology will afford for entering new markets and improving supply chain logistics in territories where they operate today. Expectations run high for the progress to come in emerging economies that may skip over legacy approaches and jump to newer technologies as they become commercial realities over the decade. 13

Industry leaders also expect privacy and data security concerns to be dominant topics in discussions and initiatives involving global partners. Information sharing technologies, surveillance techniques, satellite tracking capabilities, and industrial and personal information sensors will all bring valuable information to companies, governments and their partners, while at the same time, creating doubts and conflicts over privacy, security and data ownership. 13
Energy

The pursuit of ways to generate and harness energy is a common goal of all nations. The fuel of life, energy drives our factories, our homes, our businesses and our supply chains.

Vaclav Smil reminds us in his examination of energy and its impact on the world in Energy and Civilization, A History that “Energy is the only universal currency: one of its many forms must be transformed to get anything done.”

But the energy supply on Earth is not unlimited. Different forms of generation come with various consequences and trade-offs, limiting the realization of improved quality of life as energy sources and processes fuel progress.

To that point, Smil also reminds us, “Life’s two cardinal characteristics have been expansion and increasing complexity,” and asks, “Can we revise these trends by adopting the technically feasible and environmentally desirable shift to moderated energy use?”

Answers to that question will emerge over the decade.

Multiple direct and indirect factors will drive energy trends for the future. Increasing global demand to meet population, commercial and industrial needs comes at a time when planetary aspirations to meet a 2 degree climate goal bring pressure on sustainability impacts.

Advances in wind and solar generation will propel usage of those sources and battery technology will be widely used to support extended storage capacity and peak demands. The convergence of these factors will drive significant global changes in the way energy is generated, transmitted, stored and used. The resulting mega trend will create a rapid increase in the use of renewable sources that provide both cost effective energy solutions and a decline in carbon emissions.

Supply chain leaders expect battery technology improvements to enhance factory and transportation equipment such as forklifts, electric delivery vehicles and drones. Expectations for future lower energy costs driven by solar and wind generation are moderated by concerns about expensive infrastructure requirements for both public and private sources over the decade.

Projections by BloombergNEF call for wind and solar to make up almost 50% of world electricity in 2050, with Europe “decarbonizing furthest, fastest.” The United States and China are predicted to follow this trend as well.

New energy technologies bring the need for domestic and international standards to ensure safety and compatibility of approaches. For example, common standards are needed for public infrastructure such as EV charging stations to support long-distance deployment of consumer and commercial electric vehicles.

The availability of minerals and Earth elements used in the manufacture of batteries and other energy technologies will be an important factor to all nations in the pursuit of enhanced energy infrastructure. The scarcity of some minerals will spur innovations in technology to utilize new, more plentiful sources.
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Our Opportunity

The great promise of this decade is for global players and small town businesses and citizens alike to collaborate where possible and act independently when called to achieve life on our planet that is peaceful, prosperous and sustainable.
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